Raise your expectations for styling space design. Uplift Tech enhances the innovative features of the classic Uplift Medicine Cabinet with state-of-the-art technology, superior task lighting, and luxurious finishes to create a cutting-edge storage solution that is seamlessly functional and beautifully versatile.
The efficient storage and pioneering design of Uplift+ redefined the possibilities for styling spaces. With Uplift Tech, modern accents and upgraded features elevate the experience.

- Streamline your routine with functional features like defogging, night light, integrated electrical outlets, and built-in USB charging.
- Vertically opening doors won’t interfere with tall faucets or hanging light fixtures, allowing for unparalleled design flexibility even in small spaces.
- Clear the clutter and create a sense of simplicity with a minimalist design that effortlessly stores your essentials out of sight.
- The Perimeter lighting option illuminates the Uplift Tech with Robern’s industry-leading task lighting.
THE EVOLUTION OF UPLIFT® DESIGN

For more than a decade, Uplift has transformed styling space design with its unique vertically opening cabinet design. We honor that legacy with the bold, fresh, forward-thinking features of the new Uplift Tech.

Uplift Tech is available with non-lighted and perimeter lighting options, and sizes now include a new 24” cabinet ideal for urban spaces.
HANDLE FINISHES
Uplift® Tech features an anodized aluminum handle, with the option to upgrade to a premium metal finish that pairs with your color palette.
SEAMLESS ERGONOMIC DESIGN

Our design and engineering teams reimagined and improved upon the original design:

• The handle enables effortless two-finger lifting, allowing for easy access to tools and essentials.

• Adjustable cantilever shelving can be easily placed and repositioned to create a personalized storage solution.
INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY

From the morning rush to the bedtime routine, Uplift® Tech applies the latest technology to make your daily prep feel effortless.

• Eliminate delays in your daily routine with defogging technology that turns on with the push of a button and is equipped with a 45-minute timer.

• The LED night light can be turned on and off using in-cabinet controls or programmed to provide nighttime illumination in 12-hour increments.

• Task lighting is integrated into the mirror to provide a high-quality reflection, so you look and feel your best.
USB Charging Ports
Electrical Outlets
Interior Illumination
THOUGHTFUL FEATURES

Throughout the process of engineering Uplift® Tech, every aspect of the design was carefully considered and thoughtfully improved to create a state-of-the-art cabinet that balances timeless design with revolutionary features.

With Uplift Tech, even the smallest details serve a distinct purpose:

• Integrated USB ports keep your phone charged and close at hand.

• Tamper resistant plugs add convenience and safety.

• Interior illumination and adjustable shelving make it easy to access your essentials.
QUALITY OF LIGHT

COLOR RENDERING INDEX (CRI)
Uplift® Tech Medicine Cabinets with Perimeter Lighting offer remarkably accurate color rendering at 90+ CRI, so you can see your truest reflection.

WARM WHITE LED LIGHTING
Warm, relaxing tones (2700K) replicate indoor light to help you unwind before bed or ease into your morning.
LIGHT DIRECTION AND OUTPUT

The right light is achieved by a combination of high lumen output and proper placement in relation to the face and body. Uplift® Tech Medicine Cabinets with Perimeter Lighting have been carefully designed to enable you to see yourself in the best light:

• Eliminate dark shadows
• Experience bright, even task lighting
• See rich, saturated tone in your reflection
• Be confident that lighting stays consistent, even for close up tasks
When efficient storage and simple, streamlined design are the highest priorities, the Uplift Tech package redefines minimalism.

**UPLIFT® TECH**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NON-ELECTRIC</th>
<th>ELECTRIC</th>
<th>ELECTRIC+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Electrical Outlets</td>
<td>USB Charging Ports</td>
<td>Interior Illumination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Defogger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Night Light</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SIZE**

- **NON-ELECTRIC**
  - 24”W × 27”H × 6”D
  - 30”W × 27”H × 6”D

- **ELECTRIC**
  - 30”W × 27”H × 6”D
  - 36”W × 27”H × 6”D
  - 48”W × 27”H × 6”D

**HANDLE FINISHES**

- Anodized Aluminum (Standard)
- Matte Gold
- Matte Black
- Chrome
- Polished Nickel
UPLIFT® TECH WITH PERIMETER LIGHTING

The sophisticated styling and unique vertical opening of Uplift is now available with high-efficiency perimeter lighting to illuminate your grooming routine.

**ELECTRIC**

- Electrical Outlets
- USB Charging Ports
- Interior Illumination

**ELECTRIC+**

- Electrical Outlets
- USB Charging Ports
- Interior Illumination
- Defogger
- Night Light

**SIZE**

- 30"W × 27"H × 6"D
- 36"W × 27"H × 6"D
- 48"W × 27"H × 6"D

**HANDLE FINISHES**

- Anodized Aluminum (Standard)
- Matte Gold
- Matte Black
- Chrome
- Polished Nickel

robern.com/upliftech
Uplift® Tech is available with upgraded handle options in popular finishes. Choose modern Matte Gold or Matte Black, or timeless Chrome or Polished Nickel, and pair with color-matched Kallista and Kohler finishes for a coordinated look.

### Handle Finishes
- Matte Gold
- Matte Black
- Chrome
- Polished Nickel

### Color Matching
**Kallista**
- Matte Gold
- Matte Black & Gunmetal
- Polished Chrome
- Silver Nickel & Sterling Silver

**Kohler**
- Matte Gold
- Vibrant® Moderne Brushed Gold
- Matte Black
- Polished Chrome
- Vibrant® Polished Nickel

### Uplift Tech with Matte Gold accents and Perimeter Lighting pairs perfectly with the Art Deco-inspired Profiles™ Vanity.

### Make a big statement in a small space with the bold contrast of Matte Black accents.

### Chrome or Polished Nickel accents add just the right amount of understated glamour to any styling space.

Uplift Lighting is also available as a coordinating source of lighting for your space.

robern.com/uplifttech
For the ultimate lighting control, we recommend pairing your Uplift® Tech Medicine Cabinet with LED dimmers and controls to achieve smooth and continuous dimming.

2700 KELVIN

- Lutron C•L Dimmer
- Single-Gang Wallplate

Images care of Lutron. Lutron does not guarantee high-performance dimming when using Lutron products with Robern products.

Lutron, Ariadni, C•L, Diva, Maestro, Skylark, Skylark Contour and Toggler are trademarks of Lutron Electronics Co., Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.

GRAFIK T is a trademark of Lutron Electronics Co., Inc.
### Model Number Key

**UPLIFT® TECH MEDICINE CABINET**

Product: U = Uplift Tech  
Category: C = Cabinet  
Width: 24"  
30"  
36"  
Height: 48"  
Depth: 27"  
6"  
Mirror Style:  
FP = Flat Mirror, Polished Edge  
RP = Rectangle, Perimeter Lighting  
Color Temperature:  
3 = 2700K  
Electric Option:  
E0 = Non-Electric  
E2 = Electric  
E4 = Electric+ (Defogger and Night Light)  
Audio:  
N = No Audio

### Accessories

**Model** | **Description**  
--- | ---  
**Handles (Anodized Aluminum standard)**  
UHANDLE2476 | 24" Chrome  
UHANDLE2477 | 24" Polished Nickel  
UHANDLE2482 | 24" Matte Gold  
UHANDLE2483 | 24" Matte Black  
UHANDLE3076 | 30" Chrome  
UHANDLE3077 | 30" Polished Nickel  
UHANDLE3082 | 30" Matte Gold  
UHANDLE3083 | 30" Matte Black  
UHANDLE3676 | 36" Chrome  
UHANDLE3677 | 36" Polished Nickel  
UHANDLE3682 | 36" Matte Gold  
UHANDLE3683 | 36" Matte Black  
UHANDLE4876 | 48" Chrome  
UHANDLE4877 | 48" Polished Nickel  
UHANDLE4882 | 48" Matte Gold  
UHANDLE4883 | 48" Matte Black  

**Model** | **Description**  
--- | ---  
**Side and Ganging Kits**  
USMK27D6P | Side Kit - Surface Mount  
USMK27D6SRP | Side Kit - Semi-Recessed  
UTK24D6A | Top/Bottom Kit - Surface Mount - 24"  
UTK24D6ASR | Top/Bottom Kit - Semi-Recessed - 24"  
UTK30D6A | Top/Bottom Kit - Surface Mount - 30"  
UTK30D6ASR | Top/Bottom Kit - Semi-Recessed - 30"  
UTK36D6A | Top/Bottom Kit - Surface Mount - 36"  
UTK36D6ASR | Top/Bottom Kit - Semi-Recessed - 36"  
UTK48D6A | Top/Bottom Kit - Surface Mount - 48"  
UTK48D6ASR | Top/Bottom Kit - Semi-Recessed - 48"  
UGKIT | Ganging Kit
CELEBRATING
50 YEARS

MEANINGFUL INNOVATION

From dimmable lighting to defoggers, from automatic timing to touch control, we deliver styling space innovations that matter most to you.

UNPARALLELED CRAFTSMANSHIP

Aluminum and glass are two of the signature premium materials our craftsmen skillfully transform into distinctive fixtures and furnishings.

THOUGHTFUL DESIGN

At Robern, we believe no detail is too small — every single feature incorporated into our styling space solutions has purpose and meaning.

UNCOMPROMISING QUALITY

Everything Robern makes — from vanities to mirrors, medicine cabinets to lighting collections — embodies the principle of quality above all.

TRANSFORMING ROUTINES

Because everyday routines should never feel ordinary, it is our mission to craft quality products that noticeably transform the day-to-day.

PREORDER NOW!

Available in May on a 4-week lead time.
Available in June on a 2-week lead time.

DISCOVER WHAT ROBERN CAN DO FOR YOU

Visit us at robern.com 1-800-877-2376 customerservice@robern.com
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